Coupled X-ray Absorption/UV-vis Monitoring of Fast Oxidation Reactions Involving a Nonheme Iron-Oxo Complex.
Time-resolved X-ray absorption (XAS) and UV-vis spectroscopies with millisecond resolution are used simultaneously to investigate oxidation reactions of organic substrates by nonheme iron activated species. In particular, the oxidation processes of arylsulfides and benzyl alcohols by a nonheme iron-oxo complex have been studied. We show for the first time that the pseudo-first-order rate constants of fast bimolecular processes in solution (milliseconds and above) can be determined by time-resolved XAS technique. By following the Fe K-edge energy shift, it is possible to detect the rate of iron oxidation state evolution that matches that of the bimolecular reaction in solution. The kinetic constant values obtained by XAS are in perfect agreement with those obtained by means of the concomitant UV-vis detection. This combined approach has the potential to provide unique insights into reaction mechanisms in the liquid phase that involve changes of the oxidation state of a metal center, and it is particularly useful in complex chemical systems where possible interferences from species present in solution could make it impossible to use other detection techniques.